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BLOODBATH BEACON
Rankings:
Rankings will begin with titles
earned in bulletin #440. The
first rankings will be displayed
in BBL #441!

Activity Tracker:
Cards: 36 (+4)
Battle Royal Entries: 22 (+5)
Trash Talk: 0.5 (no change)
Active Roster: 36 (+12)

Commissioner
Title Tournament
Singles: The following
wrestlers will be entered into a
tournament for our first
singles-based commissioner
champion: Rattler Kid, VIRUS:
Riot, TBD (6)
Tag-Team: The following
wrestlers will be entered into a
tournament for our first
singles-based commissioner
champion: VIRUS: Governor &
President, EDU: The Scientist
& The Mathematician, TBD (6)

Humble beginnings
Last cycle BBL saw the introduction the Bloodbath Beacon. We saw
a moderate rise in activity as well, jumping from 32 cards to 36; 17
battle royal entries to 22, and active wrestlers rise from 24 to 36.
Those new entries were the result of IMT honoring their word to send
representatives to BBL. One set of those IMT wrestlers joined the
battle royal. The other made their trash talk debut. It would be great
to see them both get involved in both activities.
I was able to get a FB group set up for this cycle. I will provide a link
in this report. I was also able to converse with two of the top
managers in BBL, and both are excited to get further involved in the
BBL’s rebirth!

Meet the Crew!
To assist in storylines, in my responsibility as BBL’s GM I have hired
some BBL officials that will from here on out be known as
“Management.” Management is a series of personalities that are not
wrestlers, but are available to use in trash talk and as vehicles to
enhance storylines. Management is NOT to be the sole focus of
storylines, merely a way for you to move it along. I as GM will step in
as needed to push a storyline along. I will try not to break kayfabe
unless absolutely necessary. These are the Management’s new
hires!:
Mike Tomorrow:
That’s me. Might as well begin with the most important guy in the
front office of BBL. I run the day-to-day operations of BBL. I have an
Ivy League education and have previously been on the board of
directors for a corporate entity (which will go unnamed for legal
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Rewards:
• There will be no rewards this

month. I will be banking the free
matches and i-cash the IWA
allows me each cycle into the
BBL vault. We will begin
distributing funds from the vault
when we are up and running at
full speed.
• I am in communication with out

Mysterious Benefactor about
getting more funds for the
rewards portion of the Bloodbath
Beacon, but no expense was too
much in the rebranding of BBL,
and as a result I am tapped out
at the moment.
• Our current balance is 10 free

matches and $50,000.
• I will be announcing a bounty

reward later in this report, so pay
attention as you read through!

Blood Brothers
Community
• Our FB Group can be found
here: https://
www.facebook.com/groups/
881180375370586/. Stop in and
say hello. Tell us who you
manage, throw out any
suggestions or questions you
may have. Get to know one
another! Please keep the trash
talk for the bulletins though. We
want the board to grow, but we
want the league to grow more!
• You can email me as well:
IWABenefactor@gmail.com
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reasons). Think of me as the BBL’s Paul Heyman, circa mid 90’s—
very involved, obsessed, I will lie to my wrestlers, but I will never lie to
you, my fans—my fellow managers. I am not a wrestler, [breaking
kayfabe for a moment] but I will play favorites, and will put out
“hits” (calls for sneak attacks, matches against) on wrestlers who are
on my bad side. To get me involved in an angle, please message me
for approval and we can work things out.
The Announce Team:
The play-by-play team will consist of a rotation of three announcers.
Joey Trendsetter is a very reactive, Joey Styles type who will often
shout exclamations whenever a high risk or devastating move is
performed. Bobby Regal is based on Jerry Lawler. He’s somewhat of
a heel announcer, rooting against wrestlers he doesn’t like and always
eyeing valets and female staff. Umberto Iglesias was planned to be
the foreign correspondent for BBL’s re-launch, but after the sudden
passing of the long-time announcing partner of Bobby Regal, BBL
promoted Iglesias. Umberto Iglesias is noticeably a nervous wreck
about his announcing gig. When he gets nervous or embarrassed, he
tends to stutter. When he does manager to speak in his broken
English, he tends to use idioms and cliches improperly. Managers
may use the Announce Team freely in their write-ups.
Backstage and On-Location Interviewer
Charlene Daniels is BBL’s backstage and on-location reporter. She
conducts interviews with wrestlers and managers. Daniels is from
Lubbock, Texas, and speaks with a slight drawl. Daniels can be used
by managers to conduct an interview or live report an event as it
unfolds (read: anything not occurring in the ring). For example…
[I]f you’re a face and your wrestler is running a charity car wash,
Daniels can cover it. If you’re a heel and you’re vandalizing a face’s
car, Daniels can cover that as well.
Note: “Management” is used to push storylines along. Generally
speaking, the less they are used, the better. They are available to you
as an assist to springboard your bulletin comments to greatness; they
are not there as your crutch to hold up your comments. Over reliance
on Management may cause your characters to be ignored.
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Commissioner Championships:
Coming Soon!
BBL will soon be hosting tournaments for both its
world champion and its world tag-team champion. As
we are still rounding up our contenders, we have
some time to come up with names for our titles.
Throw up some suggestions to me via email or via
our FB group (link on page two of my report). Maybe
we can get a prize together for the manager who
selects the winning title name.

IMT Invasion off to FAST
start
In what one has to imagine could be a hell of a feud,
IMT rains on VIRUS’ parade. Led by mouthpiece
Cesare Borgia, IMT debuted to take 4 regionals, and
command of the trash talk scene in BBL #438. I am
hoping this cycle we see a response form the VIRUS
contingent. Borgia was as braggadocious as they
come. He insulted the BBL fans. He insulted their
looks; he insulted their physical fitness; he insulted
their intelligence. I for one would like to see
someone shut his smug mouth up. I want this so
much so that the I am going to put TWO bounties on
him! The wrestler who beats him by the most points
in bulletin #440 wins a free league title shot, AND the
wrestler who performs the best sneak attack on
Borgia in bulletin #440 will receive a free battle royal
entry for ANY of their BBL wrestlers! The Papal Bull
better think twice before badmouthing the good
people who pay hard earned money to watch the
BBL wrestlers perform their hearts out each night!
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School of Higher Learning
IMT were not the only group to get on the
microphone last cycle. The EDU, spoken for by The
Philosopher, called out the BBL locker room and
announced their own takeover. A stable war is
brewing, ladies and gents. This outta be a good
one!

Doing Your Part
As BBL’s relaunch works its way through the veins of
the IWA, I would like remind everyone here that
rebrands and rebuilds are not easy. Like medicine, it
will take time for BBL to become one of the great IWA
leagues again. We are starting this from a low point,
but we have already seen improvements. The key
will be to build on the improvements we have seen.
If you are enjoying the BBL’s new direction, please
write some trash talk. Get involved. The best way to
make this league or any league better is to get your
hands dirty and get involved yourself. The best way
to get the BBL to grow is word of mouth. Tell your
IWA friends and acquaintances about BBL. While we
accept all comers here in BBL, we do prefer to have
managers that will trash talk and get involved. We
want to create a fertile breeding ground here in BBL
that fosters and nurtures the growth a of a quality inleague manager. We limit the IWA manager to 6 here
because we want there to be a focus on these back
pages, and not just a flood of 700 EDGE/IMT/VIRUS
guys, or worse, Kartrashians. And that is nothing
against those in VIRUS or IMT. So far both groups
have been pulling their weight in the creative
department.
Keep the faith. Get involved. Spread the word. See
you next cycle!
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***We are live here in Green Bay, Wisconsin where Riot has just become a four time BBL League
Champion***
Riot: Well, looks like VIRUS has done it, again! Yes, I'm now now a four time BBL World Champ and VIRUS
has now won it 14 times! We recognize there is some new "BLOOD" here in the league but we aren't going to
shy away from new competition.
Governor: Once again, the President and I have won the Tag Team titles! Over the past 16 months, we have
dominated the Tag Team division and have no plans of letting up. EDU, I know you left the NSL banking on
easy wins and titles here in the BBL but think again!
Caesar: First off, I want to say that VIRUS 100% supports the new BBL commissioner! We are here to support
him and to make the BBL better. As for an invasion, VIRUS isn't worried!

Mamba kid stands in the ring:
"First off I want give a warm welcome to our new GM Mike Tomorrow, I fully support anyone who want to make this
league what it once was, so anything you need just let me know and Ill be glad to help.
Now on to the new comers, I am truly glad that there is some new competitors here but all this talk about how you all are
going to take over is just that talk. Sure you took some titles last cycle but that doesn't mean complete dominance like you
claim. I just hope you stick around after you discover that its not going to be so easy to just dominate and not tuck tail and
run when you do. With that said any one who wants to step up and take me on come get some. ."

[“Con Te Partiro” performed by Andrea Bocelli plays over the PA system as burgundy red lights light the entrance
ramp towards the ring. Cesare Borgia makes his way to the ring,. Golden sparks shower fans along the ramp way
as The Papal Bull swaggers toward the ring with the confidence of a prophet that has burnt his bridges. Borgia
grabs the microphone, soaking in his environment before speaking. Letting the the cacophony of boos dealing the
arena wash over him in an awesome wave.]
“Just as I stated, the BBL is simply no match for The Papal Bull. It looks as though VIRUS foresaw our
dominance. That, or we simply shocked and awed them into silence from the sheer greatness of out
performance. ( fans boo). In fact, the only person capable of saying words into a microphone last cycle was this
philosopher. Philosophize this! (Borgia grabs his regality with his free hand, causing the arena to erupt with boos,
and mothers shielding the eyes of their children. A few co-eds flood their seats). Nietzsche said that God was dead.
Well Nietzsche is too. But he was wrong. God isn’t dead. He’s in this ring, on the microphone speaking to you
right now! Back to the point… how could I expect this league to host wrestlers of speaking words into a
microphone when its fans are still incapable of taking a crayon to paper! (Security holds back a few overly
enthusiastic fans in the front row as the arena begins a chant not printable in IWA bulletins.). I was very upset by
the reception IMT received when we first graced you with our presence. Not due to the fact you booed the
greatest collection of talent this league has seen since the 90’s… but the fact that you booed so loud you
drowned out the vocals of the angel, the beautiful singing of Andrea Bocelli. But how could I expect you people
to appreciate art and culture when you people think paint chips and Elmer’s glue are part of a balanced and
nutritious diet. Yeah, go ahead and boo, I booked a 30 minute spot here, and I could have booked 60 because
nothing delivers ratings like The Papal Bull on the mic. And there’s not a single person in that locker room that’s
going to put on a match, or a cut promo, that will hold a candle to what I do for ratings every time I step out
that curtain. So for the next… 23 minutes, we are going to listen to my music, on repeat. Consider this your first
lesson in culture, you dog toy-chewing troglodytes!
[The arena vibrates with boos as Borgia drops the microphone, “Con Te Partiro” is played at max volume, but even
with the PA system dialed up to 11, it is still diﬃcult to make out the music. BBL cuts to commercial twice before
Borgia leaves.]

